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What’s New in Matrix 11.2.3 
Check out the latest and greatest in Matrix 11.2.3! Matrix is the go-to listing management platform for over 
1M real estate professionals across North America, and it keeps getting better. We're always improving 
Matrix to meet the needs of real estate agents and their clients.  
 
Get ready for some seriously awesome program enhancements in several key areas. 

 
New Dashboard Features 
Changes in Matrix 11.2.3 

• Dashboard widgets auto-adjust their height to display content without scrollbars, maintaining a 
consistent top-to-bottom order for easy navigation.   

• Maximize screen space with widgets that can be collapsed, allowing for a cleaner and more efficient 
dashboard view ensuring a predictable and easy-to-navigate interface regardless of each widget's 
height, ensuring a predictable and easy-to-navigate interface regardless of each widget's height. 

 

 
 

 
Changes in Matrix 11.2.3 

• Experience upgraded usability on the Saved Searches and Auto Emails pages, now featuring sortable 
columns. This new design retains all the familiar data from the classic versions but allows for more 
efficient organization and navigation. 

• Simplify your workflow with the addition of checkboxes on the Saved Searches and Auto Emails 
pages. This convenient feature enables you to select multiple searches and execute bulk actions, 
such as running a Market Update for all chosen searches, with just a single click. 
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Classic Mode Option 
Added in Matrix 11.2.3  

A new "Classic Mode" switch is available in the utility menu (under "Hello FirstName") allowing each user to 
select whether they wish to see some features in a new, responsive user interface or in the same style they've 
had for years.  

This is a single setting which applies across the user’s experience, not something they can set one way for 
some pages and a different way for others. Pages which will vary based on this setting are: 

• The new responsive Dashboard ("New mode”) or the same Home page as before ("Classic mode") 
• The new responsive Saved Searches page, or the old one 

o The Settings page accessed from each version differs accordingly as well 
• The new responsive Auto Emails page, or the old one 

For users who prefer the traditional interface, the option to revert to the previous versions of these pages is 
readily available through the Classic Mode option.  
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